Email responses to SoLP consultation Sept-Oct 2018

1. Question 1. Do you agree with the proposal to extend the SSA into Central
Hove?
Yes I agree whole heartedly

2. Dear Sir/Madam,
I'd just like to register my support for the to support the western extension of
the Special Stress Area from Holland Road to Sackville Road.
I live in Fourth Avenue, Hove and the street drinkers can be aggressive at
times so this will hopefully help.
3. To whom it may concern,
I feel strongly that the licensing restrictions imposed to the East of Holland
Road should also be applied to the stretch of Church Road to the West as far
as Grand Avenue.
My reasoning is that we have reached virtual saturation point already in the
whole length of western Road/Church Road, which runs through a very
densely populated residential area, unlike West Street and adjoining roads in
the City Centre.
I can tell you that where I live, just off Western Road in Brunswick, this has an
extremely detrimental effect upon one's ability to enjoy the human right of a
good night's sleep as a result of constant noise from nigh-time revellers
travelling to, from and between the many late-night establishments, whether
licensed or not to sell alcohol.
Enough is enough.
4. Dear Mr Whitelegg,
I have received an email from my Daughter in law, xxxxxxxxxx, who looks
after my interests in Hove/Brighton, she is also a resident of Fourth Avenue.
There are enormous concerns locally I know, as I have a private property in
Seafield, and I know the work done by her and residents to address the anti
social problems that people are living with there, a lot of it driven by easily
obtained alcohol, drugs and hostels that seem to have endless problems. It
all seems that the local residents, and taxpayers have to shoulder any
situation, and I know that there has been endless contact with the agencies
who should be in control and are quite obviously not.
I am strongly in favour of reducing the hours of licensing, the anti social
abuses in the area are having a massive impact on local residents, and it
seems crazy to me that yet another establishment will fuel an already very
worrying situation.
So I am voicing my objection to more licences being granted, and feel that the
hours of legal sales should be reduced.
It seems to me that the voices of the local people are not being heeded, and
that the problem with hostels being in the heart of residential accommodation,
families feeling and fearing anti social behaviour on their doorsteps daily,
would be magnified by a lack of control.
Thank you for your time,
Yours sincerely,
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